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 00:00

Hey, everyone, welcome to

 00:02

another episode of legendary leaders. This is Episode 300 300. Oh my goodness, you
know, it has been so totally crazy to have recorded an episode every single day. since mid
January. Unfortunately, I did not start the first of the year, I started a little bit late. But
nonetheless, Episode 300, you're not committed to doing this for myself. And for all of you.
I really committed to doing this. Primarily, I've had to be completely honest, right? For
myself, to make myself better at what I am bringing to you to figure out how to formulate
ideas and bring content and not talk so fast. And all of the things that that are necessary
to help me be better at being what you need. Right. So hopefully I brought you something
some have been not so good. Some have been a little bit better. So I'm I remember doing
in the spring through spring allergies, and you know, a croaky voice,

 01:12

but I did them just the same.

 01:15

And and now I'm here on episode 300. So thank you so much for listening. I so appreciate
it.
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 01:21

Today,

 01:22

I'm going to go ahead and get to it. Now. I'm gonna stop belaboring the excitement of the
300. But I want to talk about why you need to believe in your own journey. I think it's pretty
fitting, right? All I've been talking about throughout these episodes are things that I've
learned throughout my journey 299 times, so why not make Episode 300 yet another
episode about my journey combined with why you need to believe in your own journey.
Part of this just so you know, is from Brendon Burchard, this is the last thing I'm going to
share with you,

 01:58

at least now, right?

 02:01

In the top 10 things or the 10 overall things that he did to build out his brand. One of the
things that he did a talked about was believing in your own journey. And so I felt like of all
the things that I could talk about on the 300th episode. This was a super fitting, so let's go
ahead and dive into this. So we all know this. And I've said it time and time again. But
listen to me. All right, listen to me on this one. We're all on a journey we are, that's the
whole point of life, right is to figure out why we're here and what we're supposed to be
doing on this planet. Then, once we figure it out, we work really hard to deliver on that to
help those people to serve those people to bring that content into the world or create that
product that needs to be out there to solve those problems. Now, as an aside, I'm gonna
have to tell you, this is really important.

 03:02

I have to say, I have to at least ask you,

 03:05

isn't it easier to not do
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 03:08

what we were meant to do?

 03:12

And then at the same time, isn't it so super hard to do the things that I think we were
created to do? Like, we were created to be entrepreneurs, right. And so that's a hard to
do. Being an employee, easy working for someone else. So easy, you just wake up and
show up and do what's already been figured out and planned. Then Then you go home
and you're with your family is done. That's why the majority of people go to work and work
for someone else.

 03:44

Being an entrepreneur is hard.

 03:47

Right? We're figuring it out as we go. We're forging our pads. Luckily, we have some some
others that we can look at right? To try to mimic and learn from. But we have to seek that
out. We have to actively find that individual or those individuals, and then we have to
purposefully listen. And then we have to apply it right there's a lot more work to be done
as entrepreneurs, then as being an employee, which makes it super hard to believe in our
journey. Right? Let's think about that for a second. Let this be one of these aha moments.
We were like, yep, totally get it. That's why all the tough days in my business. I'm like,
forget it. I'm just gonna go back to work. Right? I'm just gonna throw myself into working
for somebody else. If you haven't said that at least once as an entrepreneur. It hasn't hit
you yet. But you will. It doesn't mean you're gonna go do it. None of us go do it. None of us
leave our businesses. Right. We're still here pushing forward and making it happen. But
man, on those tough days, we're like what have we done so he Here's the deep part I want
you to think about,

 05:05

you have to actually believe this is meant to be your journey.
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 05:11

Because if you don't believe it's meant to be your journey, it's easy to go back and be the
employee.

 05:18

How many times do you doubt or question

 05:20

or wonder or cry in the shower? Right? Or only private spot? Usually? How many times? Do
you do that just in frustration? How many times do you create an email or an ad or a post,
and then you get very little response. Right? Still haven't figured out how to find your
audience. Or, you know, you're not super active on social media. And so your posts aren't
getting a whole lot of interaction. And then you're like, what the heck, I guess I'm just not
supposed to be doing this.

 06:00

And then it's so easy to give up. Because giving up is easy.

 06:04

The journey is hard.

 06:07

And to be successful, you know, this, honor this, but I'm going to say it, it takes grit, it
takes grit to be successful. It takes waking up each day and applying your execution
framework and getting crap done. It takes putting one foot in front of the other every
single day, knowing that you are growing into the person you are meant to be. So you can
serve the people that you're here to serve.

 06:35

Right.
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 06:38

And so the way that Brendan tied his message to all that I just shared with you, everything
that I just shared with you is me. But let me bring a little Brendon into this. His message
was to remember that you have done you know, what you've done, what you're doing and
what you've done in your life prior to starting your business. And as you're on your
entrepreneurial journey.

 07:01

It's worthwhile.

 07:04

And you have to shift your mindset to a place where you value your own opinion.

 07:11

And that an interesting concept.

 07:14

How like that a lot. We have to value our own opinion. We can't be the ones that
constantly say, Oh, no. I mean, yeah, that is what I did. But I mean, was that right? I mean,
what that was just luck. I can't really take credit for that.

 07:31

But no

 07:34

luck or whatever, it's still yours, it still happened, you still made it happen. value, what
you've been through value your opinion on how to solve the problem that people are out
there waiting on you to solve for them. When we look around and say, and everyone else
is making it, why am I not making it? Or no one else is starting their own business. They're
happy with their job, why am I so ungrateful? Right? It's it's one of the two. And actually,
we probably tend to use both, right? It's
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 08:08

everyone else, you know, the first thing is,

 08:10

no one else is starting a business. So why am I ungrateful? I don't need to start my own
business. That's the first lie. we tell ourselves. Of course, no one else is starting a business
because no one else is called to do that. That you know, and that's okay. Don't use that as
a crutch. Then on the flip side, once we start our business, we're looking around and going,
Oh, well, everybody that I know now are running their own businesses, and they're being
super successful, what's wrong with me? It's all about the perspective. And it's all about
who you're watching at the top. Okay, keep that in mind.

 08:41

Or here's the other thing that we do.

 08:43

I want to do XYZ. But I don't have an amazing backstory. My parents were great. And I
had a good childhood and I got good grades. And I went to college. I didn't have any
issues. So what kind of amazing story Am I going to tell? to have everyone connect with
me? Maybe I need to wait until I have a great screw up story to connect with people. And
it's funny. Because, you know, I sit back and think, hmm, you know, my parents were great.
still are. I got great grades. I was a big nerd on it. I went to college, I got an undergrad
degree in a farm D

 09:25

had great jobs.

 09:27

Right? I don't have some of these stories where people were in a car wreck or you know,
their family, abandon them or I don't have some of those things. And so if you're thinking
about that, you're thinking, Oh, I don't have anything to share that's going to be
impactful. Not like these other people. Stop. Your opinion matters. Now go talk to all the
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people that are just like you that had great parents and got great grades and got a
degree but yet still, at least for me, still want to do more in their lives. They did. All of those
things but still want more in their lives than where they are. Okay, you don't have to have
a train wreck to make an impact. But a resonate, write your story that can resonate
because there's connection, there's alignment and understanding with what's happening
in your life relative to where they are and their lives, think about the fact that you're
probably five or 10 years ahead of some people. That's your journey. They're just trying to
go on the same journey, so help them so seriously. My message for you today is your
enough. You are enough. Your story is enough.

 10:43

Your journey is enough

 10:46

people and create I mean, only let me give you this example. People create and sell
mattresses. Okay, I watch. I watch football on the weekends, right? And so of course,
you're going to get the commercials. And so I see these commercials from time to time is
this young guy sitting on a stool when he's selling a mattress?

 11:00

What am I selling a mattress? Why?

 11:04

Because here's the thing, he was displeased with what he had. So he wanted to create
something better. Right? So what's their story? I created a better mattress for you because
I was displeased with mine, right? It's not some story about never having a bed sleeping
on the floor and dreaming about a mattress. And then when I finally got one, the mattress
didn't fit their dream. So they made a new one. No, it's a very simple story. They just
believe in their journey because it's their truth. Believe in your journey. Believe that you're
here for a reason. You have something to offer. The hard path is your journey. Right? The
hard path is your journey. Stop thinking that it's not the rocks and the mud and the rain
and the thunder and the downed trees that you have to climb over to reach your peak.
They are there to make you become the strongest person who conquered the mountain to
become the skilled climber you need to be in the world. That's how I want you to think
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about it.

 12:12

Embrace the klom

 12:14

embrace the harshness and the hard work. Believe in your journey. Because yours is
making you you celebrate it and stick with it. And as Brendan said, you have to shift your
mindset to a place where you value your own opinion. Where you can look at all the
things that you've accomplished the problem that you overcame, that you're now trying
to help other people solve

 12:42

either through a product or service, it doesn't matter.

 12:45

And you have to be able to say, My opinion is valuable, it's worthy. And, man, I've got this
I've got something to offer. My journey has been what it's supposed to be, so that I can
help other people overcome

 13:02

and be successful on their journey. Doesn't matter what you're selling.

 13:06

Right doesn't matter. And that's how you're going to be vulnerable. And that's how you're
going to connect. But the first thing you have to do is trust that your journey is yours. And
it's meant to be this way, and it is valuable. So that is my challenge for you on this 300th
episode is to trust in your journey, find it valuable, you are valuable. you're meant to be
out there solving a problem for someone for a lot of someone's let me say it that way
because it's true. Believe in your journey. Believe in yourself. everything that you've done
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 13:36

is leading up to these moments.

 13:40

Embrace it

 13:42

and go and be legendary.
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